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We find all possible integral equations among a given family which conserve in distribution 
the Brownian bridge and the Wiener process. The result implies that the Pxzen statistic for 
goodness of fit can be used if and only if the distribution is exponential, direct or reverse, or 
uniform. 
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1. Introduction 
C&g6 and R&&z have shown [2] that the limiting distribution of the statistic, 
discussed by Parzen (cf. [7, Conjecture on p. 1101 and [S, p. 2521) as a statistic for 
goodness of fit independent of the location and scale parameter of a sample 
Xl, l . . , Xn, could be expressed as a function& of the process 
I(u) = B(u)- (1) 
where (B(u), 0~ ti s 1) is a Brownian bridge, and Cp( - ) is defined by 
ensity of the sample, nction, f’ being assume 
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Naturally, the question arises to ask if I( l ) is a Bcownian bridge for all possible 
fi Unfortunately, the answer to this is negative in most cases except for the uniform 
and the expon,ential distribution, as was noted in [a]. However, these are not the 
only possible cases. 
We will show in the following that the only possible 4 (. ) such that I(. ) is a 
Brownian bridge are 
b(u)=09 CW 
4(u)= llu, (3b) 
4(u: = -l/(1--u), O<u<l. (3c) 
Solving (2), (3a) gives the uniform distribution, (3~11 the exponential distribution 
and (3b) the reverse exponential distribution defined by 
F(x) = exp{A (x - ,c)}, x < P, A > 0. (4) 
A related question consists of asking likewise for which functions # ( l ), if W is 
a Wiener process, 
I 
u 
T(u) = W(u)- d4uWW du 
0 
(5) 
is again a Wiener process. Again it will be shown that the only possible cases are 
given by (3a): 4(u) = 0, and (3b): b(u) = l/u. 
A direct consequence is that the three distributions obtained after (2) and (3) 
are the only ones for which the statistic of goodness of fit mentioned above can be 
used asymptotically with the same confidence bounds as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
statistic (for details on related statistics, see [ 1, 3, G], and the bibliographical notes 
in [2j). 
Note that the stuticiency of (3) can be derived from the fact that a Brownian 
bridge satisfies the: differential equation, 
dB(t) = d@(r) IS(t) -i<dt+(B(O)-B(l))dt, - 
so that, putting g(t) = &;) - f@(l), 
r%(u) du 
&t) = B(t)+ 1 --- 
’ B(u) du 
io l-u l-u 
is a Brownian bridge if B is one (see for instance [5, p. 1111). 
Integrating (6) from 1 - t to 1 gives 
6) 
(7) 
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or equivalently with B(l -t)=@t), W(l)- W(1 -t)= --W(t), 
B(t) = W(t) + I ‘l?(v) dv +t(B(l)--B(O)), 0 v 
so that if B(t) = bv(t)- tw(l), we get 
G(t) = B(t) - I ‘l?(v) dv+t I ’ l?(v) dv . (8) 0 21 0 v 
Ir can therefore be deduzed from (7) and (8), that 4(u) = -l/(1 -u) and d(u) = 
l/&t! are solutions. The reciprocal assertion will be proved in the following section 
(adlditional references for functionals of Rrownian motion may be found in [S, 61). 
2. Integral transforms of the Wiener process and of the Brownian bridge 
We shall denote by @ the set of me zsurable functions 4 defined on 10, l] such that 
V(E > 0, 
I 
1 ]t#~(t)l dt < a), 
E 
(9) 
3~ 3 0, l$ t3’*-‘lqb(tj[ cm. 
It shall be plroved first that, under (9), the definitions of r and I given in (1) and 
(5) are consistent. 
Lemma 1. 1j{W(u),O~~~l}i~a 
bridge, then, ‘d4 E Qi, for 0 6 t s 1, 
continuous process on [0, 1] for X = 
Mener process, (B (u ), 0 s u s 1) is a Brownian 
1: Z$ (#u )X(u) du is almost surely defined as a 
Wor B. 
Proof. Almost surely X = B or W is continuous on [0, 1] and such that 
lim sup IX(t)1 < 1 
rJ0 J2t log* l/t ’ 
ensuring the convergence of the integral. 
ma 2. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 1, 
(u)du =lii 
I 
Ot~(u) 
almost surely ,aBd in mean square. 
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I 
P 
Proof. The a.s. result follows from the a.s. continuity of #(u)X(u) du in a! and 
CY 
0. To get the mean square convergence, consider 
P P = JJ &s)~(t)E(X(s)X(t)) ds dt for O<Q s/3 s 1. a a 
It is enough $0 show that limplo{supo<aSp lh((~, j3)J) = 0. 
Also, by (6), limBlo s,” s+(s) ds = 0, so that the Brownian bridge case, where 
E(X(s)X(t)) = min{s, t} - st, follows from the Wiener process case, where 
E(X(t)X(s)) = min{s, t}. 
Now P -0 $= JJ 4 (s)# (t) min{s, t} ds d t a a 
l’aking, by (6), l4(t)l s KtEe3’*, we get 
when p + 0. 
As a consequence we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 
a centered 
J 
t 
3, If&&,X== Wgr B, then P(t)= qS(u)X(u)du, Ost<l defines 
0 
Gaussian process with covariance function 
W’W’W) = ‘d’g J J qW4WWUdWt)) ds dt. 
a a 
In the following it will be convenient o use the following notations, for 0 < u s 1: 
u 
a(u) = I 4(q) dv = - 1 i J 
1 
4(v) dv, a’(u) = ~b(u), 
U 
u 
b(c4) = vq5(v;j dv, b’(u) = uqb (u). 
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Lemma 4. If W is n Wierler process, C$ E Cp, then 
=2~sa’(v)b(v)dv-n(s)6(s)+b(s)n(I) for O<sad. 
0 
Proof. We get successively: 
(1) E w(t) ( Js wcv)O(u)dv) =lirri Jsv+~v~dv=b(s); 
0 a.lO a 
(2) E Wd (1 Ji~(v)~(v)dv)=li~{Jsv~~v~dv+Jts~~v~dv] 
0 a S 
= b(s)+s(n(t)-a(s)); 
(I 
S 
(3) E WdqW dv 
0 
Jr WwMW dw) 
0 
t 
= J ‘&(w)b(w)dw+ ’ J wW4bW-dw>) dw + J 4WW dw 0 0 S 
= J ’ (a'(w)b(w)--b'(w)a(w)) dw +6(s)@) 0 
’ a’(v)b(v) dv -a(s)6(s)+ b(s)a(t), 
by integrating by parts. 
In the preceding we have also obtained the following lemma. 
ma 5. If Tis defined by (5), # E @, then 
(~(W(t)~ =s-26(s)-s(a(t)-a(s)) 
4-2 a’(v)6(v) dv -a(s)h(s)+b(s)a(t) for 0-a =I t s 1. 
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Lemma 6. If E(T(s)r(t)), for 0 c s <t G 1, is an r times continuously differentiabk 
function of t, then CJ~ is t - 1 times continuously differentiable. 
Proof. If for all s ~]0,1], b(s) =ji v+(v) dv = s, then 4(v) = l/v. If for some so, 
b(so) -so # 0, then @‘/at’)E(I’(so)I’(t)) = (b(s0) - so)(dr/dt’)a(t), so that 4 is r - 1 
times continuously differentiable. 
Theorem 7. If W is a Wiener process, the process r(u) = W(u) --so” Wan do, 
~#~SP,isaisoa Wienerprocessiff~=O,or~(u)=l/u,u>O. 
Pro@. By Lemma 6, since E(r(t)r(s)) = s for 0 <s et, (a/at)E(r(t)r(s)) = 0 = 
a’(t)(b(s)-s). 
We get then as only solutions, b(s) = s yielding C@(U) =l/u, or a’(t) = 4(t) = 0. 
Considler now the process {I(u), 0 < u < 1). Using the fact that the Brownian 
bridge Bl:u> can be represented as a(u) = W(u) -u W( l), we have by (1) and (5) 
I(u)=r(u)-ur(l)+ W(l){ /“v#(v)dv-u j’v#(v)dv), 
0 0 
so that 
r(u)=r(u)--X(l)+ W(l)(b(u)-ub(1)). 
As a consequence of Theorem 7 and (lo), we get the following. 
Corollary 8. If 4(u) = 0 or l/u, then I(u) = r(u) - ur(1) and is a Brownian bridge. 
Pmaf. Note that I(u) = I’(u) -C(l) iff b(u) = ub(l), which ensures that 4(u) = c/u. 
The preceding result would give intuitive support to think that the only possible 
4 E Qi such that I is a Brownian bridge are 4 (u) = 0 or l/u. In fact this is not true, 
by (8), and we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 9. The only functions 4 such that 
I 
U 
I 
1 
I(u)=B(u)- WMWdu-u 4WW)du, 
0 0 
where B is a Brownian bridge, defines a Brownian bridge for 0~ u s 1 are 4(u) = 0, 
l/u or -1 /(l -u). 
. First compute 
I 
S 
(i)r(s))= S- vd(v)dv =s-b(s), (i)r(t)) = t -b(t). 
0 
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We obtain accordingly by (10) that if 4(s, t) = E(r(s)r(t)), 0 c s c t =C 1, 
W(sMW) =db, t)-sqW, l)-tqus, l)+st#(l, l!+(s -b(s))(b(t)--tb(l)) 
+~t--(t))(b~s)-sb(l))-s~l-b(l))(6(t)-t&(l)) 
-~~1-6(1~)(6(~~-s6(1))+~6(~)-~6(1))(6(t)-tb(l)). 
Assuming then that E(l(s)l(t)) = s(1 - t), it can be shown, as in Lemma 6, that 
4 is continuously differentiable on 10, 11, so that a and 6 are twice continuously 
differentiable on this interval. Hence, we have 
= b”(s)(a”( t) - b”(t)) = 0. 
Therefore, WC must have 6(s) = s&(s) = c, or a’(tj - Y(t) = (1 - t)qS(t) = -c. 
The first case yields a(s) = c logs, b(s) = cs ji a’(u)b(u) dv = c2s, so that b(u) = 
ub(1) = 0, and, by (lo), 
E(WW)=~(s, O--40, lb-ids, l)+s@(s, s) 
=s(l-t)+sc(c-1)(2-2t+(2t+l)log(t/s)) 
so that c = 0 or 1. In the second case, a similar proof can be derived giving the 
same results. 
Cstollaxy IO. If 4 is given by (2), the corresponding distributions are: 
(i) If q5 = 0, the uniform distribution. 
(ii) If q5 (u ) = 1 Ju, the reverse xponential distribution. 
(iii) If d(u) = -l/(1 - u), the exponential distribution. 
Proof. It is enough to derive the solution of the corresponding differential equations 
withy = F: y”= 0, y”yf Y’~ = 1, ~“(1 - y j/y” = - 1, yielding the three preceding cases. 
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